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Luxaflex® Pirouette® Shadings

With softly curved, elegant 
horizontal fabric vanes 
attached to a sheer 
backing, Luxaflex Pirouette 
Shadings are an innovative 
way of controlling light and 
privacy for you and your 
family.
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Luxaflex® Pirouette® Shadings

No Competition

Strong patents ensure this product line will stay exclusive in the marketplace with no direct competition. Pirouette Shadings provide you with a solution like 
no other product. Pirouette Shadings redefine elegance and sophistication. 

One Of A Kind Design

The unique design of Luxaflex Pirouette Shadings is truly one of a kind 
and exclusive to Luxaflex Window Fashions. The product’s outstanding 
features include adjustable and elegant soft horizontal fabric vanes 
attached to a sheer backing. The textured fabric transforms from what 
appears to be cascading folds to contoured vanes, while filtering light 
and outside views. 

 

Precise Light Control

Pirouette Shadings allow the consumer to control the amount of natural 
light that comes in, with dramatic effects inside the home. Transform 
harsh exterior light by diffusing it, spreading it evenly throughout the 
room. Pirouette Shadings allow you to maximise as much daylight 
hours as possible and reduces the need for artificial light. 
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Features and Benefits

Innovative Operation

The revolutionary and patented Invisi-Lift System suspends the shadings’ 
soft vanes for variable light control, allowing the vanes to be raised and 
lowered without obstructing the view.

Ultimate Flexibility

Close the vanes for a smooth, more 
contemporary finish, slightly raise the 
vanes for a gentle contoured look whilst 
maintaining privacy or fully open the vanes 
to provide a clear view to the outside.

Versatile Functionality

To finish your look with uninterrupted colour and texture, a matching 
fabric-covered headrail and bottom rail is standard on all Luxaflex 
Pirouette Shadings.

Closed for full privacy Contoured for elegance 
Opened for unobstructed  
view through
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Luxaflex® Pirouette® Shadings

Opacity

The soft horizontal fabric vanes of Luxaflex Pirouette Shadings are attached to a single sheer backing allowing for enhanced views to the outside and full 
beauty of the fabric appearance on the inside.

Room DarkeningTransulcent

Vane Size

Luxaflex Pirouette  Shadings offer inspiring views and provide comforting privacy to effortlessly enhance your décor and maximise your view.

Translucent fabric vanes filter ambient sunlight, even when the vanes are 
closed, to provide a warm glow in any room.

Room Darkening fabric vanes help darken your room and provide 
complete privacy without total darkness. Note: this is not a blockout 
product. A warm glow will filter between each vane.

100mm Vane Size provides a classic, understated look with admirable 
view through.

120mm Vane Size makes a bold statement and creates drama to any 
window, whilst providing first-rate view through.

100mm Closed100mm Opened 120mm Closed120mm Opened
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Luxaflex® Classic Collection

The Classic Series of Pirouette Shadings is a collection of contemporary fabrics inspired by the organic beauty of raw silk and linen, in a 
refreshing colour palette of relaxing neutrals, sophisticated midtones and pops of bold colour.

Linen

This Fabric Collection is defined by its soft and timeless linen like pattern. 
Consisting of a neutral colour pallet, the Linen range features 6 earth tone 
options available in matching translucent and room darkening opacities. 
The Linen range is the ideal choice for those wanting to bring together 
elements of traditional and modern design. 

Satin

The Satin Fabric Collection is one of the largest colour offerings available 
with Pirouette Shadings. Its contemporary colour pallet consists of 24 
stunning hues, ranging from crisp neutrals to bold pops of colour.  The 
subtle texture and gentle sheen of the Satin fabric range is sure to 
complement any home décor. 

Satin Metallic

The Satin Metallic Collection is made up of 12 lustrous colours including 
shimmering silver, gold and soft pewter hues. The colours within this range 
are sure to create a statement at the window, as it presents an opulent 
twist on the Satin range. 

Shantung

The Shantung Fabric Collection features a luminescent sheen combined 
with the look of raw silk. Available in 9 bold colours in matching translucent 
and room darkening opacities, this fabric is sure to create drama at the 
window. 
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Operating Systems

PowerView™

PowerView® Motorisation is a remarkable 
new system that automatically moves your 
shades throughout the day so you don’t have 
to. Just program your daily personalised 
settings with your smartphone or tablet. 
You can even activate a pre-programmed 
setting with a touch of our brilliantly designed 
Pebble® Scene Controller.

EasyRise

EasyRise features a continuous cord loop 
system for easy operation no matter the 
size of the shadings. The cord tensioner 
is mounted to the frame for enhanced 
child safety.

Ultraglide®

Ultraglide® Operating System features a 
retractable pull cord system that remains 
at the same length whether the shading is 
raised or lowered. The single cord operation 
means enhanced child safety.
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PowerView™ Motorisation

Light Control Reimagined

Introducing Pirouette PowerView Motorisation, the latest innovation exclusive to Luxaflex Window Fashions—our most intelligent operating system 
yet!! This remarkable system automatically moves your shades throughout the day so YOU don't have to... 

 

The design of Pirouette Shadings and PowerView work hand in hand. The manual control button is clear and subtle and always positioned on the 
right endcap. The controller unit is located away from the motor and is enclosed in a hard clear cover eliminating any possible static discharge. 

The next generation of technology available from the Luxaflex Window Fashions range enables intelligent operation on Pirouette Shadings. This 
new technology uses a proprietary wireless technology for increased reliability and bi-directional communication. 

 

The PowerView system provides easy and smooth operation on Pirouette Shadings, 
precise light control with the added feature of the arrow buttons, added customisation 
with the scene controllers, worldwide access, new favourite position functionality 
where you can set your shade to any position possible and more. 

 

PowerView Motorisation blends fashion and function in its stylish remote 
controls. The artistically and ergonomically designed Pebble® remote puts 
powerful control of Pirouette Shadings in the palm of your hand. Consumers 
can select from any of the seven on trend pebble colours to suit their 
décor requirements— why stop at 1 when you can have 7? 

 

Intuitive and dynamic, the PowerView App allows customers to 
control the natural light in their homes by creating personalised 
settings (Scenes) within one room, multiple rooms or throughout 
the entire home. 
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Luxaflex® 

Pirouette®

Shadings...the 
beauty is in the 
details

The Perfect Curve

Softly curved, horizontal fabric 
vanes attach to a single sheer 
backing for enhanced views to 
the outdoors. Combined with 
poised precision and elegant 
control, Luxaflex Pirouette 
Shadings will transform and 
reinvent any room.

Set the Mood

Luxaflex Pirouette Shadings feature 
a revolutionary Invisi-Lift system 
which allows for light to softly 
filter into the room when vanes 

a simple motion when closed. 
Choose between Translucent 

precise light and privacy control.

Fabric Variety

The possibilities are endless 
with a vast variety of on trend 
colours and textures to brighten 
a space, change the feel of a 
room and evoke emotion.

Uniform Appearance

To finish your look with 
uninterrupted colour and texture, 
a matching fabric-covered 
headrail and bottom rail is 
standard on all Luxaflex  
Pirouette Shadings.

You’ve got the Power

Choose from a great range 
of manual operating methods 
or bring your shade to life 
with Luxaflex PowerView™ 
Motorisation – a remarkable 
system that automatically 
moves your shades throughout 
the day so you don’t have to. 

Luxaflex® Pirouette® Shadings…the beauty is in the details
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Luxaflex® Pirouette® Fabric Bottom Panel

The bottom fabric panel on Pirouette Shadings is adjusted to accommodate the height of the shading. The height of the bottom fabric panel varies with 
vane size and ordered height. This is a normal, inherent characteristic of the product. Depending on the shading height, the bottom fabric panel will vary in 
size up to 100mm for the 100mm vane size and up to 120mm for the 120mm vane size.

To ensure shadings are fabricated with bottom fabric panels of the same height, they must be ordered with identical height measurements, at the same 
time, in the same vane size, same fabric, and the same mounting style.

100mm Opened 120mm Opened

Pictured: Vane alignment with varying bottom fabric panel

VANE ALIGNMENT

Side-by-side vane alignment can create a dramatic statement and uniform appearance in any room. To ensure optimal vane alignment in side-by-side 
shades, they must be of the same fabric style, colour, vane size, opacity and drop.

For shadings of the same fabric ranges, colour, vane size, opacity and drop, vane alignment should be within 3mm.

For shadings of different fabric ranges, colour, vane size, opacity and mounted at the same drop, the vane alignment should be within 8mm

from one shading to another.

For reveal mounted shadings, if the ordered heights are within 10mm of one another, order both shadings using the greater of the two

height measurements.
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Luxaflex® Pirouette® Zero Bottom Panel (ZBP)

As an alternative option to the varying bottom fabric panel on Pirouette Shadings, Zero Bottom Panel can be requested.

Zero Bottom Panel eliminates the fabric panel at the bottom of the Pirouette Shadings, making it into an operable vane. This means that when the vanes 
are opened for view through, the last vane will also open and there will not be any fabric panels obstructing the view.

Due to the fabrication process and the nature of Pirouette Shading fabrics, note the below requirements and conditions for Zero Bottom Panel.

Mounting Requirements

• Only available with Face/outside mount Pirouette Shadings 

Pirouette Shadings Ordered Drop V Fabricated Drop

• The final drop of the window coverings is dependent on the amount of fabric required to make the last vane operable

• The drop will be increased by up to 120mm

• Exact drop of the window covering cannot be predicted at point of order

• Order drop dimensions as per normal and drop will be adjusted accordingly at point of fabrication

AFTER 
Face Mount With Zero Bottom Fabric Panel

BEFORE 
Face Mount With Flat Fabric Panel

The flat panel of fabric becomes a longer, operable vane
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Luxaflex® Pirouette® Care and Cleaning

SUPERB DURABILITY 
When it comes to Pirouette Shadings, you can rest assured they are designed to be easy to care for. They are made from 100% polyester that 
makes them resilient and durable. Special care should be taken where the vanes meet the facings. Below are some tips on how to clean a Pirouette 
Shading:

FABRIC HEADRAILS 
Lightly dust fabric-covered headrail with a clean, dry cloth. Vacuum using low suction. You can also spot clean areas with a damp cloth and mild 

soap or detergent.

DUSTING 
In most circumstances, you can clean your Pirouette Shadings by dusting lightly with a feather duster. 

VACUUMING 
For more thorough dust removal, you can use a vacuum. The vacuum should be kept on low. 

SPOT—CLEANING 
You can spot clean your Pirouette Shadings with a damp cloth and mild detergent. 

INJECTION / EXTRACTION  
Pirouette Shadings can be professionally cleaned using the injection / extraction method.

ULTRASONIC CLEANING 
Most Pirouette Shadings can be ultrasonically cleaned by a professional, except for Satin Metallic or Shantung fabrics.  

Specify that a mild detergent is to be used and never immerse the headrail in solution. 

TEXTILES NOTICE 
Pirouette Shading fabrics like most textiles are subject to some slight variations. Slight wrinkling, puckering or bowing is normal for textile product. 
Acceptable quality textiles may have visible variations. Precautions should be taken to reduce exposure to harsh environmental elements, such as 
salt air. Continuous exposure through open windows and doors will accelerate the fabric deterioration.
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Luxaflex® Pirouette® Inherent Characteristics

•  Fabric variations/imperfections—as with all textiles, Pirouette fabric is subject to some variations. Slight wrinkling, puckering or bowing is inherent to 
this textile product and should be considered normal, acceptable quality. Precautions should be taken to reduce exposure to harsh environmental 
elements, such as salt air.

 Continuous exposure through open windows and doors will accelerate fabric deterioration over time.

•  Invisi-Lift—the revolutionary Invisi-Lift system consists of clear strands that operate the horizontal fabric vanes.

 These strands are quite durable. If one or two become broken, the shading will remain functional.

•  Vanes sticking—if the vanes do not open properly during initial operation, simply open and close the shading quickly to “shake” the vanes open.  
Then if necessary, gently pull down on the centre of the bottom rail. Do the same quick operation for vanes that are not closing completely, followed 
by rolling the shading up slowly into the headrail to flatten the vanes.

•  Vane alignment—shadings will be vane aligned if ordered in the same vane size with identical height measurements and mounting styles.  
Side-by-side vane alignment must also be noted on the order form.

 Vane alignment can be guaranteed within 3mm from panel to panel.

•  Room darkening—for maximum room darkening, we recommend face mount shading, ordered with a 75mm overlap on each side, including length if 
possible.
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